Long Life Prayer for
Gochen Tulku Sang-ngag Rinpoche

OM Svasti:

Gyalwa Chogyang yeshe gyumai trul:
Gyalwa Chogyang’s illusory emanation of
primordial wisdom,

Drimed Lingpey yang si rab drugpa:
The sixth sublime incarnation of Drimed Lingpa.

Gochen gyaltrul Sangngag Tendzin chog:
May the supreme victorious incarnation of Gochen
Sangnag Tendzin’s

Ku tse tag ten dzay trin rab gyay shog:
Life always remain stable and may his enlightened
activities ever increase.

Thus after bestowing the empowerments and oral
authorization of the profound treasures of Orgyen Tsasum
Lingpa, during the joyous mandala offering, the treasure
discoverer Pedgyal Lingpa composed this from his aspiration.
May there be virtue!
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